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Abstract

Natural disasters have been shown to influence support for incumbent governments and politi-
cal systems in a variety of circumstances. We argue that natural disasters can exhibit a “Rally
’Round the Flag” effect, boosting support for incumbent governments, similar to that observed
in international conflict. Leveraging an in-process data collection effort in Nepal that was inter-
rupted by a major earthquake in April 2015, we find evidence that this disaster induced a rally
effect. Implementing both a propensity score matching design and a pre-post test in which the
same individuals were interviewed immediately before and after the earthquake, we find that
the earthquake translated to greater political support, where this effect is largely mediated by
increased feelings of national pride caused by the earthquake. Our findings suggest that large-
scale natural disasters that are felt by the entire nation can lead to at least a short-term boost
in political support.
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On April 25, 2015, a 7.8 magnitude earthquake referred to as the “Gorkha earthquake” devas-

tated Nepal, leading to extensive damage, 2.8 million individuals needing humanitarian assistance,

nearly 10,000 deaths, and over 25,000 injuries.1 More than 300 aftershocks, 25 of which had Richter

scale magnitudes of over 5.0, continued to rattle the country in the following months. How does

a large-scale natural disaster like an earthquake, hurricane, plague, tsunami, or volcanic eruption

that affects the hearts and mind of citizens throughout the country at a scale that a national se-

curity threat would threaten citizens can influence voters’ support for the incumbent government,

and the political system as a whole?

We examine how the Gorkha earthquake influences system support in Nepal. System support

can be conceptualized as both support for a specific political regime, or as more diffuse attitudes

towards democracy (Easton 1967; Lipset 1981; Booth and Seligson 2009). Whether a cataclysmic

event like the Gorkha earthquake would lead to a more positive, a more negative, or no change in

citizens’ assessment of their political leader and institutions is not obvious. According to recent

research in other political contexts, one could argue that system support in Nepal should decline

after the earthquake. In some ways, Nepal is a hard case for demonstrating that natural disasters

could have any positive effects on political attitudes. The earthquake occurred in the midst of an

important political period for Nepal (Adhikari et al. 2015). Nepal’s public officials were drafting

the country’s constitution on the heels of the 2013 election that demonstrated voter dissatisfaction

with the Communist Party of Nepal-Maoist (CPN-Maoist). This was the political party primarily

responsible for launching the “Nepalese People’s War” against the monarchy in 2001, which led

to the complete extirpation of the institution of monarchy from state affairs in 2006 (Hachhethu,

Kumar, and Subedi 2008; Haviland 2015). As a new democracy in the throes of political strife,

Nepal can be considered a low-capacity state with low reserves of legitimacy. New democracies,

such as Nepal, which was a monarchy until the CPN-Maoist led revolution less than a decade before

the earthquake, are especially susceptible to situations where support for democratic government

erodes under stress, leading to a return to authoritarian regimes (Norris 1999). In Chile, which also

does not have a long established stable democracy, earthquake damage predicted lower levels of

support for democratic institutions and values (Carlin, Love, and Zechmeister 2014a). Moreover, a

1Source: http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/world/south-asia/Nepal-earthquake-death-toll-rises-to-

8413/articleshow/47187088.cms and https://www.usaid.gov/nepal-earthquake/fy15/fs23.
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review of violent civil conflicts noted that the occurrence of a natural disaster can increase the risk

of violent civil conflict in low- and middle-income countries (Nel and Righarts 2008). However, one

could argue that natural disasters could boost political support and trust much like international

conflicts. Generally, when an outside crisis, such as an invasion or attack from another nation

state, presents itself, the citizenry of the impacted nation unify around their leadership, giving

political leaders observably high public approval ratings. Research on the rally ‘round the flag

effect, hereafter referred to as the ‘rally’ effect, suggests that a large scale crisis due to an external

force or entity, which a natural disaster could be considered, can lead to at least short-term increases

in support for incumbent governments (e.g., Mueller 1973; Lambert, Schott, and Scherer 2011).

We look to consider these competing predictions by taking advantage of an original data col-

lection effort in Nepal, which was disrupted by the Gorkha earthquake, married with data on

earthquake affectedness. We refer to those interviewed prior to the earthquake as the “pre” survey,

and those interviewed after the earthquake as the “post” survey. Additionally, we re-interviewed

a significant share of individuals interviewed prior to the earthquake again after the earthquake,

which we call the “re-sample” survey. We are able to leverage this three-part data collection effort

in order to apply both a propensity score matching design and a pre-post design to infer the causal

effect of the earthquake on political attitudes. While this study focuses on only one country case,

to our knowledge, it is one of a few studies that examines the effect of cataclysmic events like

natural disasters on political attitudes outside of the United States, and one of very few studies

that estimates the causal effect through a natural experiment.

We find that support for the governmental system in Nepal increases after the earthquake, and

these effects are durable for at least five months. In the next section, we provide a brief overview

of extant literature on natural disasters and rallying effects. We then present the identification

strategy and results for two quasi-experimental studies to determine the short-term effects of natural

disasters on system support. Next, we examine the mechanism by which the natural disaster alters

system support, and find that an increase in national pride mediates the observed increase in system

support post-earthquake, which points to a rally ’round the flag effect. We then explore whether

the level of earthquake affectedness moderates these effects, and find that no such moderation is

detected. We conclude with a discussion the implications of our findings and pathways for future

research.
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An Overview of the Gorkha Earthquake

In the months following the April 25th natural disaster, the earthquake and its political, eco-

nomic, and social impacts dominated national attention in Nepal. Evidence of the prevalence of the

earthquake in public consciousness is supported by how much the topic dominated the mainstream

media within the country. For example, during the two month period after the earthquake, 75

percent of the front page articles of The Kathmandu Post, one of Nepal’s major English-language

newspapers, were about the earthquake.2

When the earthquake hit Nepal on April 25th, the government immediately declared a state

of emergency for all affected areas and appealed for international humanitarian assistance.3 In

the days that followed, national attention focused on relief efforts. Nepal mobilized 90 percent

of its security forces to rescue victims, created systems to accept and deliver relief supplies from

abroad, and created policies to assist those affected by the earthquake.4 A number of controversies

emerged shortly thereafter. Foreign-donated relief supplies were held up at customs when the

government failed to waive import taxes on them.5 The government requested that all foreign

relief be funneled through the governments Disaster Relief Fund, sparking accusations of corruption

and concern about whether relief would be delivered to its intended recipients.6 On May 12th, a

second earthquake, magnitude 7.3, hit Nepal. In between these two earthquakes, over one hundred

aftershocks continued to rock the nation. Relief efforts continued, with a comprehensive Post-

2We reviewed every front page article of The Kathmandu Post, and hand-coded the share of articles that pertained

to the earthquake between April 25 and October 9, 2015.

3See USAIDs Nepal Earthquake Fact Sheet 1 from April 25, 2015: https://www.usaid.gov/nepal-

earthquake/fy15/fs01, and The Guardian Nepal earthquake: day one - as it happened

https://www.theguardian.com/world/live/2015/apr/25/nepal-earthquake-nation-worst-tremor-80-years-kathmandu-

live-updates

4http://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-32483119; http://southasiacheck.org/earthquake-promise-

check/promise-tracker/; http://kathmandupost.ekantipur.com/printedition/news/2015-05-08/property-rebuilding-

within-two-years-pm-pledges-in-parliament.html.

5https://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/may/02/nepal-customs-holding-up-relief-jamie-mcgoldrick-united-

nations

6https://www.pri.org/stories/2015-05-22/aid-nepal-falling-way-short-amid-concerns-corruption.
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Disaster Needs Assessment (PDNA) launched shortly after the second earthquake.7 By the end of

June, at an international conference organized in coordination with the release of the PDNA, donor

countries had pledged 4.4 billion dollars in recovery aid for Nepal.8 In mid-July, the government

released its budget for the 2015-2016 fiscal year, which highlighted efforts to address reconstruction

efforts.9

These natural disasters created significant pressure on the state to provide evidence of its lead-

ership and capacity. In concrete terms, this translated into renewed efforts to push forward on

the countrys constitution drafting process. This was a political crisis that had plagued the country

since the end of the civil war in 2006, due to divisiveness among Nepals major political parties, par-

ticularly as pertains to issues of federalism in the country.10 On June 8th, the four major political

parties in Nepal signed an agreement to draft a constitution. They shared a draft and solicited feed-

back from the public throughout the summer, and the constitution was promulgated on September

20th.11 The process was not without domestic controversy, in particular with respect to concerns

that the new district boundaries did not adequately protect the rights of more marginalized eth-

nicities in Nepal, such as the Madhesis, and generated protests within Nepal. These constitutional

developments were all precipitated by the earthquake. This timeline is presented graphically in

Figure 1. The timeline highlights the major events that occurred in the country over the course of

our post-earthquake data collection. In addition to the earthquake, and the drafting of the consti-

7http://www.worldbank.org/content/dam/Worldbank/document/SAR/nepal-pdna-executive-summary.pdf.

8http://www.worldbank.org/en/events/2015/06/11/toward-a-resilient-nepal-donor-conference,

http://kathmandupost.ekantipur.com/news/2015-06-25/44-bn-aid-pledged-during-donor-conference.html.

9https://thehimalayantimes.com/business/nepal-fin-min-mahat-presents-budget-for-fy-201516/.

10https://www.idea.int/sites/default/files/publications/nepals-constitution-building-process-2006-2015.pdf.

11Once the constitution was promulgated, India issued statements expressing concern about the new constitution.

These were thought to be tied, among other reasons, to the possible impact that Madhesi protests in the Terai region

of Nepal would have on neighboring India, and concerns that they could spur unrest in India as well. A few days later,

the flow of goods from India to Nepal started being blocked at the border. Although India claimed that Madhesi

protesters were responsible for this, within Nepal it was largely believed that India was responsible for this unofficial

blockade, which lasted through December 2015. Among other effects of the blockade, it slowed down earthquake

recovery efforts in Nepal as it caused shortages of basic supplies such as gas and medicine throughout Nepal. Of note,

the bulk of this controversy unfolded after data collection was completed for this project (on October 9, 2015).
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tution that was pushed forward more aggressively as a result of the earthquake, there was no other

event that affected the national landscape at that time. As such, it is unlikely that the rally effect

identified here might be attributed to happenings other than the earthquake, and the actions of the

government that the earthquake triggered. With that said, one could argue that shifts in political

attitudes stem more from the actions of the government to craft the constitution, as opposed to

the exogenous shock of a major natural disaster. However, when we review the content of media

coverage regarding the drafting of the constitution, the coverage is overwhelmingly negative, which

makes it unlikely that any positive bump in support and trust in the state and its leaders we detect

post-earthquake stems from the drafting of the constitution (Haviland 2015)..

Research on the Gorkha earthquake shows numerous political consequences of the earthquake.

Damage from the earthquake was associated with increases in social cohesion, and a decrease in

interpersonal violence, in the immediate aftermath (De Juan, Pierskalla, and Schwarz 2020), and

volunteer tourism served as an effective way to provided speedier relief to those affected (Wearing,

Beirman, and Grabowski 2020). Those who obtained better information through social networks

were able to repair earthquake damage to their homes more rapidly (Kotani and Honda 2019).

The earthquake also had negative social effects, including a boom in demand for mental health

services that could not be met (Shakya 2016). Disaster relief aid was more likely to be distributed

to regions with individuals from higher social classes (Eichenauer, Fuchs, Kunze, and Strobl 2019),

and individuals in more rural areas and with less prestigious occupations took longer to repair their

homes (Kotani and Honda 2019). While work has examined how the constitutional deadline in

Nepal interacted with the post-disaster environment in Nepal (Shneiderman 2020), little work has

examined the direct political consequences of the earthquake in its immediate aftermath.

Mixed Tone of Media Coverage in the Aftermath of the Earthquake

While mainstream media in Nepal did not hesitate to praise some aspects of state response

to the earthquake, media coverage of the state in the aftermath of the earthquake was not uni-

formly positive. The events described above highlight the emergence of controversies surrounding

the earthquake starting in its immediate aftermath, and continuing in the following months. Main-

stream media reported on these controversies, and did not shy away from criticizing these and other

aspects of the states actions. Evidence of the mixed tone of the media comes through an analysis of
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all articles on the front page of The Kathmandu Post from April 25th to October 9th.12 In that time

period, 30 percent of articles were about the earthquake. Of those, the vast majority (70 percent)

portrayed the government in a neutral light. An additional 19 percent portrayed the government

in an overall negative light. Only 3 articles—less than 1 percent—portrayed the government in an

overall positive light. Over the course of that same time period, media coverage of the state as

pertains to non-earthquake issues was similarly mixed in tone. Of a total of 626 articles that were

about the state but not about the earthquake, 68 percent were overall neutral in tone. Another 32

percent were negative in tone, and only 3 articles portrayed the state in an overall positive manner

(about 0.05 percent). When reviewing what level of government is covered in a more positive light,

we see more positive coverage of the local government, the police, and the military; more negative

coverage of the Constituent Assembly and President; and no coverage on the courts.

Against a backdrop of both positive and negative media portrayals of the state, we would expect

changes in attitudes towards the government to differ based on whether the changes we detect after

the earthquake are the result of updated beliefs, versus a rallying effect. If the earthquake results

in belief updating, we would expect more positive attitudes towards those state institutions that

are deemed to be responding in positive ways to the earthquake, such as the local government, the

police, and the military. We would expect to see more negative attitudes towards those institutions

viewed in a critical light, such as the Constituent Assembly or the President. And we would

expect no attitudinal changes towards institutions who are not involved in relief efforts, such as the

Supreme Court. If, instead, the earthquake results in rallying around the state, we would instead

predict an overall increase in positive attitudes towards all state entities. Our data reflects the

latter, thus providing additional evidence in favor of the argument that the earthquake resulted in

a rallying effect.

Rallying ’Round the Flag or Belief Updating?

While the occurrence of a natural disaster is an “act of God” and out of government control,

voters have been found to treat natural disasters as political variables. Voters have at times

punished governments, and at other times rewarded them, after floods, earthquakes, tornadoes

and other disasters (Drury and Olson 1998; Jennings 1999; Achen and Bartels 2004; Arceneaux

12The appendix provides more detail on how this analysis was conducted.
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and Stein 2006; Maestas, Atkeson, Croom, and Bryant 2008; Malhotra and Kuo 2008; Healy and

Malhotra 2009; Lay 2009; Carlin, Love, and Zechmeister 2014a). Theories of retrospective voting

and blind retrospection contend that voters will reward or punish candidates on the basis of whether

they themselves are better or worse off (Fiorina 1981), even if the cause of their current state is

irrelevant to government performance (Achen and Bartels 2004; Healy, Malhotra, and Mo 2010).

Natural disasters cause many voters to be significantly worse off than before, and consistent with

extant research on retrospective voting and blind retrospection, those individuals who sustain the

greatest damage by a disaster are more likely to attribute blame towards incumbents leaders (Achen

and Bartels 2004; Arceneaux and Stein 2006) and even the entire political systems (Drury and Olson

1998; Carlin, Love, and Zechmeister 2014b).

However, the enfolding of a natural disaster does not always result in a hit to the evaluation of

incumbent governments. Natural disasters can be opportunities for political leaders to garner favor

from their constituents through effective crisis management (Healy and Malhotra 2009). Further,

when citizens can apportion blame to multiple actors, previous literature on natural disasters

points to the sensitivity of blame attribution upon factors such as partisan cues (Maestas et al.

2008; Malhotra and Kuo 2008). For example, in the United States, blame for Hurricane Katrina

was highly partisan, and party cues caused individuals to blame officials of the opposite party more

than those of their own party (Malhotra and Kuo 2008). Moreover, it is possible that a natural

disaster and post-disaster response (or lack of response) is a secondary consideration to factors like

the racial identity of affected citizens (Lay 2009), and hence have little or no effect on the average

citizen’s evaluation of public officials and the political system.

These works provide a story about belief updating—when individuals experience a disaster,

and their government’s response to that disaster, it allows them to change their evaluations of the

government due to this new, and relevant, information. Citizens can attribute credit or blame to the

government for their response to the disaster, and change their views of the government accordingly.

However, these studies largely focus on developed high-income country contexts. Effects may

differ in low-income country contexts, especially countries with political instability. In nascent

democracies, where legitimacy may be weak, disasters may not be an opportunity to garner political

support in the way that (Healy and Malhotra 2009) demonstrated. Young low capacity states

like Nepal may struggle to respond to the earthquake, leading to lower levels of system support
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(Drury and Olson 1998). Abney and Hill (1966) find that a reserve of legitimacy can mitigate

these effects, but new democracies like Nepal, which passed its current constitution five months

after the earthquake in a contentious political environment,13 are unlikely to have such reserves.14

Moreover, given that levels of blame towards government are sensitive to disaster affectedness, and

the 2015 Nepal earthquake caused extensive damage, one can argue that system support in Nepal

should decline after the earthquake. In that sense, Nepal can be viewed as a very hard case for

demonstrating that natural disasters can lead to an increase in support for its country’s political

leaders and institutions, which is in fact what we find. In other words, our case selection is such

that it would be more difficult to find the positive effect that we observe to be the result of a belief

updating story.

Research on the rally ’round the flag effect, typically confined to international conflicts, provides

an alternative explanation for how a disaster may influence support for incumbent governments

than the belief updating narratives provided by previous research on the political consequences of

natural disasters. When a nation is attacked by an external force, such as a foreign attack, the

citizenry of the affected state rally together around their leadership, and support for the incumbent

government and political leadership often spikes (Mueller 1973; Lambert, Schott, and Scherer 2011).

These effects are often short-lived, but can be realized even through minor crises (Norpoth 1987).

Since rally effects are especially noticeable when current support for the incumbent government

is low (Baum 2002) in the sense that support has not hit a ceiling, and pre-earthquake levels

of government support were not particularly high in Nepal, the country may be especially ripe

for rally effects. Moreover, rally effects are more likely to ensue if the rally triggering event is

followed by a call for national pride that is highly politicized (Edwards and Swenson 1997; Oneal

and Bryan 1995) and political parties band together (Baker and Oneal 2001). Both criteria were

met after the April 2015 earthquake. In Nepal, opposing political groups came together to push

through the new draft constitution in June 2015, saying the disastrous earthquakes in April and

May had concentrated their will to pass the constitution because Nepal had to unite (Haviland

13http://time.com/4037788/nepal-constitution-sushil-koirala-protests-madhesi-tharu/

14Government capacity also has been found to moderate the effects of natural disasters on social cohesion. Natural

disasters have been found to lead to increased levels of social cohesion in high capacity states (Sweet 1998) and

decreased levels of social cohesion in low capacity states (Carlin, Love, and Zechmeister 2014b).
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2015). There was also a national call to come together as a united country, and take pride in

their country. Many individuals undertook extreme personal risk to help earthquake victims, and

political parties were heavily involved in this process (Gyawali 2015). Despite early criticism of

how the Nepali government handled recovery efforts, foreign ministers from India later praised

the government for their flexibility in disaster response (ANI 2015). Individuals within Nepali

communities united, with one individual reportedly still sleeping on the floor near his door three

months after the earthquake, ready to warn village residents if another aftershock struck (Hui

2015). In addition, just three months after the earthquake, a primary concern of Nepali citizens

was how their country was viewed around the world. Citizens were concerned that Nepal was

being portrayed too negatively in the international media. For example, Nepali resident Shakti

Thapa laments how “When something bad happens, people come and write about it. But when

good things happen no one writes. The government has to tell the world that Nepal is safe” (Hui

2015). These narratives from post-earthquake news reports provide some anecdotal accounts of

Nepalis banding together after the earthquake, showing increased levels of support for their local

communities, and expressing concern for their nation’s image around the globe, suggesting the

theoretical potential for a rally to be occurring.

Moreover, extant research on natural disasters and political outcomes typically focus on the

political effects of fairly localized disasters that affect only a subset of the country; large, national-

scale disasters that threaten the security of citizens in a way that an international security threat

would threaten the security of the entire country may operate differently. In these instances, the

disaster itself could create group solidarity within the country, akin to entry into an international

conflict. Disaster effects are typically localized, especially in large countries. Hurricane Katrina, for

example, had a large personal effect on Gulf Coast residents, but little personal effect on those in

other areas of the United States. The 2015 Nepal earthquake, however, occurred on a massive scale

in a relatively small country. Aftershocks were not necessarily in the same location as the original

earthquake epicenter, which meant that many regions of the country were affected. Moreover, the

earthquake displaced many individuals in Nepal. Given the massive damage in highly affected areas,

many individuals moved to less affected areas, thus exposing individuals in these untouched areas

to the devastation of the earthquake through victims who relocated. In addition, many individuals

in Nepal, even if they did not live in highly affected regions, had family and friends living there.
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Therefore, it is likely that most individuals in the country were affected by the earthquake in some

manner. Because of this, we may expect the Nepal earthquake to have effects similar to those of

international conflict, where an entire country is affected, rather than typical studies of natural

disasters, where impact is very much localized.

As such, we are left with competing hypotheses, one based on belief updating, and another based

on rally effects. Literature on the effects of natural disasters from a belief updating perspective

suggests that how the government responds to the disaster matters. In this instance, attitudes

towards entities believed to have a good response to the disaster (in Nepal, this includes the local

governments, police and military) would become more positive, while attitudes towards entities

portrayed as having a poor response (the national government) would become more negative, while

attitudes towards government entities with no role in disaster response (the Supreme Court) would

remain unaffected. Moreover, given that Nepal is a fragile low-income democracy, a context in

which the state may struggle to effectively respond to the earthquake, a belief updating story

could also lead to a more negative assessment of the state throughout. However, literature on rally

effects suggests that, in large scale externally driven crisis like a major foreign policy crisis, levels of

patriotism or national pride should increase (Kam and Ramos 2008; Oneal and Bryan 1995), causing

an increase in support for the incumbent government and the political system, across all levels,

regardless of performance or relevance to disaster response. Given that the Gorkha earthquake was

a widely-felt large-scale crisis ensuing from an external force that was ripe for politicization and

triggered cooperation between political parties, we argue that it could have effects more similar to

those of large-scale international conflicts than of a typical natural disaster. We investigate these

two competing hypotheses, and examine the mechanism through which support of the political

system changed after the natural disaster in Nepal.

Rally Effects and Government Support in Nepal

We exploit the fact that the large-scale April 2015 earthquake interrupted a data collection

effort in Nepal to assess the effect of natural disasters on political attitudes. Namely, we are able to

match individuals surveyed before and after the earthquake and compare their political attitudes.

Moreover, we conduct a pre-post test of a special sub-sample of individuals surveyed before the

earthquake that were subsequently affected by the earthquake and resurveyed.
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Study 1: Identification through Propensity Score Matching

Overview

Procedures and Design

During the second round of a study to examine political and social attitudes of citizens of

Nepal, our data collection effort was interrupted by the Gorkha earthquake. Data collection began

on April 5th, 2015, and continued until the earthquake on April 25th, 2015. After this interruption,

we resumed data collection on June 5th, 2015, which concluded on October 9th, 2015.15 This gives

us a 20 day period where individuals were interviewed prior to the earthquake, and a roughly 90

day period after the earthquake.

To analyze this data, we first turn to propensity score matching (PSM) techniques. To con-

duct this analysis, we matched those interviewed prior to the earthquake (N=1,429), and hence,

unaffected by the earthquake, with those interviewed after the earthquake (N=2,649).16 We use

propensity score matching techniques, and match individuals based on gender, age, ethnicity, edu-

cation, religion, health status, marital status, monthly income, whether or not they own their home,

and whether or not they have children. PSM allows us to match individuals as closely as possible

on these observed characteristics, with one key difference – the treatment of being interviewed prior

to the earthquake, or after the earthquake.

Measures

Our measure of earthquake affectedness is simply whether or not the participant was interviewed

before (0) or after (1) the earthquake struck on April 25th, 2015.

To determine whether the level of affectedness influences government support, we turn to three

additional measures of affectedness: earthquake affectedness, earthquake damage, and a measure

of earthquake severity. “Earthquake affectedness” is a binary variable indicating whether or not

someone lives in an affected district. This is a self-reported measure from respondents asking

whether or not their municipality was affected by the earthquake. “Earthquake damage” is the

15This break in data collection after the earthquake occurred since conducting surveys was not immediately feasible

due to the effects of the earthquakes, constant aftershocks, and safety considerations for enumerators and respondents

alike.

16In this initial analysis, we assume everyone in Nepal to be affected by the earthquake, since the reach and scope

of the earthquake was relatively large in a geographically small country.
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survey enumerator’s assessment of damage to the respondent’s home; this is a six-point scale

ranging from “none” to “complete destruction,” as used by Carlin, Love, and Zechmeister (2014a).

Finally, “OCHA Nepal severity” is a measure from OCHA Nepal on the severity of the earthquake,

measured at the village development committee (VDC) level, where a VDC is equivalent to a

municipality.17 This data uses intensity of the earthquake, population, and vulnerability of housing

in the population to create an index of earthquake severity, ranging from 0 (no damage) to 1.35

(high damage).

We additionally use ten government support outcome measures that were asked in the survey

that was interrupted by the earthquake. To measure respect for political institutions (“Respect

Political Institutions”), we asked respondents: “To what extent do you respect the political insti-

tutions of Nepal?” To measure the extent to which citizen rights are protected (“Protect Citizens’

Rights”), we asked: ”To what extent do you think that citizens’ basic rights are well protected

by the political system of Nepal?” To measure trust in the political system (“Trust Political Sys-

tem”), we asked: “To what extent do you trust the political system of Nepal?” Finally, to measure

assessments of political leaders (“Faith in Leadership”), we asked: “To what extent do you feel

your leaders are doing the best job possible for Nepalis?” Responses to each of these four measures

are on a five point scale, recoded from 0-1, with responses options of “Not at all” (0), “A little,”

“Somewhat,” “A lot,” and “A great deal” (1). These four questions were taken from government

support measures available on the AmericasBarometer survey.

We asked an additional six questions on support for various levels of government in Nepal.

Evaluations of Local government priorities (“Local Representativeness”) is measured by asking re-

spondents: “To what extent do you feel that the decisions of those in power in local government

reflect your own priorities?” Similarly, evaluations of the national government’s priorities (“Na-

tional Representativeness”) is measured by asking: “To what extent do you feel that the decisions

of those in power in the national government reflect your own priorities?” As before, responses to

these two measures are on a five point scale, recoded from 0-1, with response options of “Not at

all” (0), “A little,” “Somewhat,” “A lot,” and “A great deal” (1). An additional four questions

17Nepal is divided into 75 districts, where each district is subdivided into localities known as VDCs,

and each VDC is subdivided into towns known as wards. The OCHA Nepal data is available at

https://data.humdata.org/dataset/nepal-earthquake-severity-index.
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asked respondents to rate performance of different government entities. A respondent’s evalua-

tion of the Constituent Assembly, President, Prime Minister, and the Supreme Court (“Rating of

Constituent Assembly/President/Prime Minister/Supreme Court”) relies on this line of question-

ing: “Thinking of the members of the [Constituent Assembly/President/Prime Minister/Supreme

Court], how would you rate the job performance of the [Constituent Assembly/President/Prime

Minister/Supreme Court]?,” Responses to these four questions are also on a five point scale, re-

coded from 0-1, with response options of “Very bad” (0), “Bad,” “Neither good nor bad (fair),”

“Good,” and “Very good” (1).

As these ten measures have a high Cronbach’s alpha score of 0.83, and as such, we created a

Government Support Index of these measures to minimize measurement error in our evaluation of

the effects of the earthquake on political support generally (Ansolabehere, Rodden, and Snyder

2008), in addition to individual analyses of each outcome measure given different predictions re-

garding support for different levels of government.18 Exact question wording and response options

are provided in Online Appendix D.

Results

As shown, levels of system support were consistently higher post-earthquake (see Figure 2,

which visualizes the estimates in Table A.1 in Online Appendix A). Those interviewed after the

earthquake respected political institutions 3.7 percentage points more (p < 0.01; see row (1))

and felt citizens’ rights were more respected by 3.1 percentage points (p < 0.01; see row (2)).19

Individuals were also more likely to trust the political system (p < 0.01; see row (3)) and believe

their leaders were doing the best job possible (p < 0.01; see row (4)) by about 4 percentage points.

These increases are equivalent to a roughly one-fifth to one-third standard deviation increase in each

of these variables. Post-earthquake, citizens were also 1.6 percentage points more likely to believe

the local government reflected their priorities (p = 0.12; see row (5))), a roughly 5 percent increase

over the mean value of the variables. These findings, however, could suggest two different things –

there could be a rally effect, where support for the Nepali government and political system increases

after the earthquake, or these could be the results of genuine belief updating, where individuals

18Summary statistics for dependent, key independent, and control variables (Table B.6 and B.7) are available in

Online Appendix B.

19Note that we conducted two-tailed tests throughout.
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view the earthquake response as positive, and improve their evaluations of the government.

However, despite a generally negative sentiment in the Nepali press towards the performance

of the national government, we see increases in support for national government entities, which

supports the rally hypothesis, but not a belief updating prediction, which would suggest that

evaluations of the national government should become worse. Individuals were more likely to

believe the national government reflected their priorities after the earthquake (p < .01; see row(6))

by about 3 percentage points. They rated the performance of the legislature nearly 8 percentage

points higher (p < 0.01; see row (7)), a 17 percent increase over the mean value of the variable.

Citizens rated the President about 3 points higher, and the Prime Minister and Supreme Court

over 4 points higher (p < .01 for all 3 variables) after the earthquake, than they did before. On

the ten-item index, respondents scored 3.6 percentage points higher post-earthquake (p < 0.01; see

row (11)).

Taken together, these results suggest that the earthquake results in a rally effect—those in-

terviewed after the earthquake tend to show more support for Nepali political institutions than

demographically similar individuals interviewed before the earthquake.20 Given that the national

government was criticized in their response – or, in the case of the Supreme Court, was neither

expected to provide nor did provide a response – this suggests that citizens in Nepal are not merely

updating their beliefs about government performance, but are engaging in something that looks very

much like a Rally-Round-the-Flag effect, where support for all government entities is increasing.

Earthquake Severity and Government Support

As shown in Table 1, we see little evidence that earthquake severity influences government

support. The dependent variable in Table 1 is the system support scale of ten questions described

above.21 Regardless of how severity is measured, when we assess whether there is a correlation

20When we restrict our sample to regions that were directly affected by the earthquake in April, using a binary

self-reported measure of whether or not their municipality was affected by the earthquake, the effects largely remain

the same (see Table A.2 in Online Appendix A). The effect of the earthquake on beliefs that the local and national

government reflected their priorities are the only exceptions. We favor the analyses with the full sample due to sample

power considerations and the fact that including individuals who were not directly affected should attenuate rather

than increase effect sizes.

21Analyses of the Government Support Index are limited to individuals with valid responses for all 10 questions.
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between how much the earthquake affected a respondent and the given respondent’s level of political

support, we do not see a statistically significant or substantively meaningful relationship. The first

column of Table 1 uses the OCHA Nepal Severity Index, the second column uses the binary measure

of whether or not an individual lives in an affected district, and the third column employs damage

noted by the survey enumerator as our measure for the extent to which a respondent was affected

by the earthquake.

Similar results are obtained using a PSM technique,22. Using PSM (see Table A.5 in Online

Appendix A, which is visualized in Figure 3),23 we see no consistent differences between more and

less affected individuals, regardless of how severity is measured.24 Generally, the results for level

of earthquake affectedness and earthquake severity on government support show a broad range of

null results. This may suggest that everyone in Nepal was sufficiently affected by the earthquake,

regardless of where they live, to impact government support. The finding provides further support

for the rallying effect of the earthquake, suggesting that an increase in support occurs for all

individuals after the earthquake, even those whose homes or local areas were less directly affected

than others.

Figure 4 visually demonstrates our survey sites based on measures of the severity of the earth-

quake, as measured by the OCHA severity index. As shown in the figure, there is considerable

variation in earthquake severity among our interview sites. Our interview wards are marked with

black dots on the map. Many interview sites were located in the most affected areas near the

earthquake epicenter (eight out of our ten study districts), while others were located in more dis-

22Note that when we consider each measure that makes up the government support index and the government

support index separately, significant differences are found (p < 0.10) on six of the 33 statistical tests, or about 18

percent of the time. However, these effects are not consistent, and would be found 10 percent of the time by random

chance.

23Due to the requirements of PSM analyses, severity measures must be recoded to become binary treatment

variables. Objective Damage is recoded so individuals marked with no damage are coded zero, and those marked

with any amount of damage to their home are coded one. The OCHA severity index is recoded such that areas scored

as Lowest, Low and Medium-Low are coded as zero, and Medium-High, High and Highest are coded as 1. This cutoff

occurs at 0.54 on the severity index.

24PSM analysis is conducted using the same matching variables as described in Table A.1, but restricted to the

respondents who were interviewed after the earthquake.
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tant areas far west from the epicenter (two out of our ten study districts). This provides further

evidence that our null results conditional on affectedness are robust. Regardless of local severity,

the earthquake had similar effects on levels of government support. In other words, the earthquake

was an event that, to some extent, affected individuals throughout the country.

These matching techniques use available demographics to match individuals on observable char-

acteristics to compare individuals who were interviewed after the earthquake that are as similar as

possible to those interviewed prior to the earthquake. However, these are obviously not the same

individuals, and may differ on unobserved characteristics. Due to this limitation, we turn to an

additional data collection effort, where we are able to interview the same individuals prior to the

earthquake, and after the earthquake, to assess the effect of the earthquake on government support.

Study 2: Identification through a Pre-Post Design

Overview

Procedures and Design

To gain further purchase on the causal effects of the earthquake on government support, we

re-interviewed a subset of individuals who were interviewed prior to the earthquake a few months

after the earthquake. Our pre-earthquake interviews of those in earthquake-affected regions oc-

curred from April 16 to April 25 (the day of the earthquake), while our post-earthquake interviews

were conducted from September 26 to October 16, 2015. Essentially, for a set of individuals sur-

veyed before the disaster in earthquake-affected areas, we conducted re-interviews shortly after the

earthquake.25

In other words, we were able to study the same group of individuals before and after they are

“treated” with the earthquake. This allows us to isolate the effect of the earthquake; we are able

to examine changes in political attitudes within the same individuals right before the earthquake

and shortly after. While approximately 5-6 months passed between the earthquake and the re-

25We conducted the re-interviews as soon as aftershocks dissipated and roads opened to allow access these sites.

Of the 321 individuals we attempted to re-interview, we were able to locate and interview a total of 282 (88 percent).

Reassuringly, analyses of pre-existing attitudes toward government reveal no statistically significant pre-earthquake

differences in responses between those who were re-surveyed, and those we were not able to re-survey. That is, those

who we were able to resurvey did not feel any better or worse towards government in our original, pre-earthquake

interviews, than those we were not able to recontact. These results are available in Table C.12.
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interviews, as noted before, the earthquake was the major and most salient event that occurred

during this time period. The earthquake was a significant event, devastating a wide swath of a small

country. The recovery effort took months, and large (magnitude 5.0 or above) aftershocks were

recorded as late as July 2, 2015. Smaller aftershocks continued into the fall of 2015. Despite the

amount of time between the original interview and re-interview, we expect that, given the massive

scale of the Gorkha earthquake and the catastrophic amount of damage it caused, as well as the

over 300 aftershocks that kept the country on edge, the earthquake (and its aftershocks) should be

the major salient external event in these individuals’ lives during that five to six month period.

Measures

Here, our key independent variable of interest is when the individual interview took place, a

binary measure denoting whether the respondent was surveyed before (coded as 0) or after (coded

as 1) the earthquake. We asked 7 of the 10 government support questions asked in Study 1, Respect

Political Institutions, Protect Citizens’ Rights, Trust Political System, Faith in Leadership, Local

Representativeness, National Representativeness, Rating of Constituent Assembly, with the same

response scale as in Study 1. Additionally, 6 of these measures were scaled to create a Government

Support Index, with a Cronbach’s alpha of 0.779.26

Results

The pre-post design corroborates the findings leveraging the PSM design in Study 1. We again

find support for a rally effect that the earthquake caused (see Figure 5, which visualizes the average

level of support pre- and post-earthquake in Table A.3 in Online Appendix A). In fact, the pre-

post design, which is arguably a cleaner analytical approach, results in impact estimates that are

consistently larger in magnitude than that of the propensity score matching approach utilized in

Study 1. We find that after the earthquake, individuals are more respectful of political institutions

by 9 percentage points (p < 0.01; see row (1)), feel citizens’ rights are more protected by just over

10 percentage points (p < 0.01; see row (2)), trust the political system 7.8 percentage points more

26The variable Rating of Constituent Assembly was asked of only half of the sample on the original survey due to

considerations that were separate from the study. Namely, there were some modules that were only asked of a subset

of respondents. Given the small sample, this is excluded from the Government Support Index to retain the maximum

amount of cases for analysis. Including this variable actually lowers the Cronbach’s alpha of the scale, but produces

similar results.
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(p < 0.01; see row (3)) and are more likely to feel their leaders are doing the best job possible by 3.7

percentage points (p < 0.01; see row (4)). They feel that the local government better reflects their

priorities by 5.2 percentage points (p = 0.01; see row (5)), and believe the national government does

so by about 7.5 percentage points (p < 0.01; see row (6)) after the earthquake. Nepalis also rate

the Constituent Assembly performance 17.2 percentage points higher (p < 0.01; see row (7)) after

the earthquake. On the six item index, respondents level of political support is 7 percentage points

higher when questioned post-earthquake (β =0.077, p < 0.01; see row (9)), which is equivalent to

about a half a standard deviation change. These effects are typically about double the size of the

effects found in Study 1, across the range of variables.

To better understand the magnitude of these effects, we benchmark our effects with data on

the four government support measures included in both the AmericasBarometer survey of Latin

American countries and our survey. Using AmericasBarometer data from 2004-2014, we estimated

regression models for these variables using standard demographic predictors.27 Recall that the

effect of the earthquake on these four variables in Nepal ranged from 8 to 11 percentage points.

This is equal to or larger than the effect of moving from the far left to far right in political ideology

in Latin America, which tends to be about 6 to 8 percentage points. Moreover, the magnitude

of the earthquake’s effects dwarf the effect sizes of traditional predictors of political attitudes like

gender, urbanity, age, education, religion, and income. This puts the effect of the earthquake

on government support into context—the effect of the Nepali earthquake on government support

is larger than the effect of all traditional demographic predictors of political attitudes in Latin

America.

These results suggest that a rally-type effect is occurring in Nepal in the months after the

earthquake—citizens demonstrate more support for the Nepali political system and government

after the earthquake than they did immediately before, and this effect persists across levels of

government, regardless of how favorable or unfavorable their earthquake responses were. However,

to be certain that a rallying effect is responsible for the bump in government support post-disaster,

it is important to examine whether an increase in national pride is responsible for the increase in

system support. Moreover, we are interested in who rallies their support for the political system

27These results are presented in Table A.4 in Online Appendix A.
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to assess whether there is a national rally effect, as seen in the context of international conflict, or

whether the rally effect is particular to those most or least impacted by the earthquake.

Government Support and National Pride

We have shown that the Gorkha earthquake led to increased levels of support for the Nepali

political system. However, it is important to consider the mechanism through which this effect is

operating. Previous research has shown that increased levels of patriotism lead to rally effects in

the United States (Kam and Ramos 2008). While we do not have direct measures of patriotism, our

survey included a question about the extent to which respondents felt pride in the political system

of Nepal. This question asked respondents “To what extent do you feel proud of living under the

political system of Nepal?”, with five response options, “Not at all” (0), “A little,” “Somewhat,”

“A lot,” and “A great deal” (1). We expect that an increase in national pride should mediate the

effect of the earthquake on system support if a rally effect is truly occurring.

First, we turn to a Sobel mediation analysis of pride on the effect of the earthquake on system

support using the set of individuals in our pre-post design data only. These results are presented

in Figure 6. Here, the evidence supports a rallying story. When interviewed after the earthquake,

respondents exhibited higher levels of pride in the political system by over 9 percentage points

(p < 0.01). These higher levels of pride led to large changes in the government support scale of

over 33 percentage points. A direct effect unexplained by the mediation of pride remains, but this

effect is substantively quite small at only 3 percentage points (p < 0.01).28 This suggests that a

rally is occurring and largely explains an increase in system support; after the earthquake, Nepalis

felt more proud of their country, and this led them to further support their political leaders and

system.

Next, we replicate this analysis in Figure 7 on our full set of data collection (excluding the

re-interviews of those that were surveyed before the earthquake), which includes survey responses

from both before and after the earthquake.29 Here, we see similar results. Those interviewed after

the earthquake exhibited higher levels of national pride, by about 4 percentage points (p < 0.01).

28Results are robust to calculations using the Average Causal Mediation Effect (ACME) calculated according

to (Imai, Keele, Tingley, and Yamamoto 2011), along with ACME analyses on each variable comprising the index

separately. These results are presented in Table C.11 in Online Appendix C.

29These results include controls for the same demographic variables used in the previous analysis.
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Those who felt more pride scored over 31 percentage points higher on the government support scale

(p < 0.01). Again, a direct effect remains, but explains only about a 2 percentage point change in

government support (p < 0.01).30 Taken together, these results suggest that pride largely mediates

the effects of the earthquake on system support, suggesting that a rally effect is occurring.

Rallying or Exceptional Performance of Nepals Government

Why do we see uniform increases in support of the political system and government in Nepal

after the earthquake, when existing literature could lead one to expect a decrease in support, or

at least a decrease in support among certain types of individuals? There are some competing

arguments that could explain this observed difference. The first is that Nepal’s government per-

formed exceptionally well after the earthquake hit, leading citizens to update their beliefs about

government performance and rate the government more favorably after the earthquake. Our review

of news coverage of the government’s earthquake response suggests that this is only the case for

certain government entities. Local governments were generally portrayed as responding quite well

to the earthquake, while the national government was more frequently criticized.

If individuals in Nepal were simply updating their beliefs about government performance, we

would expect the local government to be viewed more favorably, but the national government to be

viewed less favorably, after the earthquake. We do not find any evidence to support this, as views

of the national government improved substantially after the earthquake. This suggests that, while

on some level, citizens may be rationally updating their beliefs about government, something else

is at work.

We argue that a Rally-Round-the-Flag effect occurred in Nepal after the earthquake hit. We

may expect to see this in Nepal, as the earthquake ravaged a large swath of the small country,

and nearly every citizen was personally affected, or had a close friend or family member who was

affected. Given the large scale of the earthquake, and the small geographic area of Nepal, it is

reasonable to think that the earthquake could influence attitudes in Nepal in ways similar to entry

into an international conflict does.

30Again, results are robust to calculations using the Average Causal Mediation Effect (ACME) calculated according

to (Imai et al. 2011), along with individual analyses on each variable comprising the index. These results are presented

in Table ?? in Online Appendix C.
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We provide evidence for this explanation by showing that national government entities, which

were portrayed negatively by the media post-earthquake, showed an increase in support from cit-

izens after the earthquake hit. This was even true of an entity, the Supreme Court, that did not,

nor would have been expected to, provide any response to the earthquake. We further show that

this effect is mediated by an increase in national pride, which is a similar mechanism through

which government support tends to increase after international conflict. If individuals were simply

engaged in belief updating, this would not explain the overall increase in support across all levels

of government, nor the mediating role of national pride.

Conclusion

Taken together, our results demonstrate that the Nepal earthquake of 2015 led to broad in-

creases in government support in Nepal, consistent with theories of a rally ’round the flag effect

in the aftermath of the earthquake. We are able to use propensity score matching techniques to

show increases in support for Nepal’s political system after the earthquake. These findings are

robust to conducting a re-survey of individuals who were interviewed prior to the earthquake a

few months later. Generally, individuals in Nepal are considerably more supportive of the political

system immediately after the earthquake than they were before. While models of belief-updating

can predict some of these effects, and belief-updating is likely occurring, the total effects remain

consistent with wholesale increases in system support, as predicted by a rally ’round the flag effect

(and not predicted by a belief-updating story).

We also demonstrate that these effects are mediated by increased feelings of national pride after

the earthquake, a concept quite similar to patriotism. This is significant because rally ’round the

flag effects typically operate through an increase in patriotism (Kam and Ramos 2008). These

effects were durable over a period of at least 5 months. Moreover, we do not find effects of localized

severity of the earthquake on system support using a host of measures of severity, suggesting that

the earthquake was an event that, to some extent, affected political attitudes regardless of whether

or not they were physically located in a place where the earthquake hit. This provides further

support for a true rally effect, as belief updating would predict that those who who were affected

would use their personal experience to evaluate the government system, which we see little evidence

for.
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This research speaks to the growing line of work on how natural disasters influence support for

incumbent governments and entire political systems. The results from existing studies are mixed,

suggesting that disasters increase system support under certain conditions, and decrease system

support under other conditions. By taking advantage of a unique data collection opportunity, we

are able to make a methodological contribution to this literature, and are able to measure changes

in system support within the same individuals.

We also speak to existing work on rally ’round the flag effects. Our results suggest that rally

effects can be catalyzed by large-scale, nation-wide natural disasters as well as major international

conflict. We have shown that natural disasters can spark an increase in national pride, which leads

to a rally effect and an increase in support for the political system. When considering the net

effect of disasters, disaster affectedness, particularly in a low-capacity and low-legitimacy young

democracy, may be pushing system support down; however, rally effects may simultaneously arise,

which push system support up. As such, we find evidence that we cannot conclude that natural

disasters will result in a deterioration of system support in every context as natural disasters can

also trigger rally effects. However, further research is necessary to determine the exhaustive set of

conditions under which we will be able to detect evidence of post-disaster rally effects.

This research is not without limitations. We are able to estimate short-term effects, over a

period of roughly 5 months, of the earthquake in Nepal. Rally effects are often quite short-lived

(Norpoth 1987), so further work is required to determine the durability of the effects of the Nepal

earthquake on system support. Additional work is also required to better assess scope conditions,

and determine why the effects of the Nepal earthquake are different from a similar-sized earthquake

in Chile (Carlin, Love, and Zechmeister 2014a).31 These differences may be tied to variation in the

scope of the disasters, political systems, and/or government response to the earthquakes. In the

current study, we are unable to fully adjudicate between these explanations. This brings questions

of external validity, suggesting that disasters do not operate in the same way across contexts, and

we should be careful to uniformly apply work on disasters (mostly conducted in the United States)

to other contexts.

Natural disasters are, unfortunately, a fact of life, and they tend to have a disproportionate

31However, it is reassuring that a recent study focused on China detects a similar rallying effect that we do (You,

Huang, and Zhuang 2020).
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impact on developing countries with limited capacity and resources to effectively respond to the

aftermath of the disaster, and weak infrastructure to withstand disasters (e.g., buildings that are

not retrofitted to withstand earthquakes). While the negative effects of a natural disaster, in terms

of lives lost and damage to infrastructure, are plainly obvious, we find that there can be at least

short-term positive effects for incumbent governments and political systems. This is important

especially for new or struggling democracies, suggesting that a natural disaster can increase, at

least temporarily, support for a democratic system of government. This allows the democratic

government to gain valuable political capital with its citizens, potentially strengthening its ability

to survive during times of extreme duress.
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Table 1: Earthquake Affectedness and Government Support

(1) (2) (3)

Earthquake Affectedness -0.001
(0.011)

Earthquake Damage -0.000
(0.010)

OCHA Nepal Severity -0.004
(0.014)

Female 0.034** 0.017 0.017
(0.011) (0.012) (0.012)

Age -0.001+ -0.001 -0.001
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Education -0.001 -0.001 -0.001
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Health Status 0.003 0.009+ 0.009*
(0.005) (0.004) (0.004)

Monthly Income 0.000 -0.000 -0.000
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Farmer 0.013 0.010 0.010
(0.010) (0.009) (0.009)

Has Children 0.005 0.001 0.001
(0.003) (0.003) (0.003)

Chhetri -0.005 -0.005 -0.006
(0.011) (0.011) (0.011)

Brahman -0.014 -0.019 -0.020
(0.016) (0.013) (0.013)

Tamang -0.014 -0.015 -0.015
(0.019) (0.017) (0.017)

Married -0.015 -0.033* -0.034**
(0.014) (0.013) (0.013)

Owns Home 0.008 0.021 0.020
(0.024) (0.021) (0.021)

Hindu -0.011 0.000 0.001
(0.020) (0.019) (0.019)

Constant 0.386** 0.503** 0.501**
(0.043) (0.039) (0.040)

N 493 522 521
R2 0.4378 0.4653 0.4655

Notes: Table entries are OLS coefficients with standard errors in parentheses.
Standard errors are clustered at the Ward level. Models include interviewer fixed
effects which are omitted for readability. * p < 0.10,** p < 0.05,*** p < 0.01
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Figure 1

4/1/2015 5/1/2015 6/1/2015 7/1/2015 8/1/2015 9/1/2015 10/1/2015

7.8 magnitude earthquake strikes Central Nepal — 4/25/2015–4/25/2015

Over 100 aftershocks  — 4/25/2015–5/12/2015

Nepalese troops mobilized for rescue operations  — 4/27/2015–4/27/2015

Relief supplies held up at customs  — 5/2/2015–5/2/2015

Government requests all foreign aid funneled through Disaster Relief Fund — 5/7/2015–5/7/2015

Government announces recovery policies  — 5/8/2015–5/8/2015

7.3 magnitude earthquake hits Nepal — 5/12/2015–5/12/2015

Government launches Post Disaster Needs Assesment  — 5/15/2015–5/15/2015

4 major political parties sign agreement to draft constitution  — 6/8/2015–6/8/2015

International reconstruction conference, $4.4 billion in foreign aid pledged — 6/25/2015–6/25/2015

First draft of constitution presented to Constituent Assembly  — 6/30/2015–6/30/2015

Public feedback on draft constitution — 7/1/2015–7/30/2015

Budget for 2015-2016 released, focus on reconstruction — 7/15/2015–7/15/2015

Protests emerge in response to draft constitution — 7/20/2015–8/24/2015

Constitution Revisions  — 8/1/2015–9/30/2015

Protests Escalate  — 8/24/2015–9/30/2015

New constitution promulgated — 9/20/2015–9/20/2015

India-Nepal blockade begins  — 9/24/2015–9/24/2015

Nepal Post-Earthquake Event Timeline
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Figure 2: Effect of Earthquake on Government Support: Pre-Post Propensity Score Matching
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Figure 3: Effect of Earthquake on Government Support: Propensity Score Matching by Severity
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Figure 4: Earthquake Severity and Interview Sites

(a) Zoomed Image of Mid-Western Region (b) Zoomed Image of Central Region
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Figure 5: Effect of Earthquake on Government Support: Pre-Post Design
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Figure 6: How Pride Mediates the Effect of the Nepal Earthquake on Government Support (Pre-
Post Design Sample)

Post-Earthquake

Feeling Pride

Government Support

0.091***
(0.023)

0.030***
(0.008)

0.332***
(0.026)

Sobel Coefficient: 0.030*** Proportion of total effect mediated: 0.390
(0.008) Number of Observations: 417

* p < 0.10,** p < 0.05,*** p < 0.01
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Figure 7: How Pride Mediates the Effect of the Nepal Earthquake on Government Support (Full
Sample (Excluding Re-Interviews)

Post-Earthquake

Feeling Pride

Government Support

0.042***
(0.013)

0.021***
(.004)

0.319***
(.012)

Sobel Coefficient: 0.013*** Proportion of total effect mediated: 0.385
(0.004) Number of Observations: 1590

* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01
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A Additional Estimation Tables

Table A.1: Effect of Earthquake on Government Support: Pre-Post Propensity Score Matching

Propensity Score Matching

Pre-Post by Outcome Variable
Effect Size Standard Error P-Value

Respect Political Institutions 0.037 0.010 0.000

Protect Citizens’ Rights 0.031 0.010 0.002

Trust Political System 0.041 0.010 0.000

Faith in Leadership 0.042 0.010 0.000

Local Representativeness 0.016 0.010 0.122

National Representativeness 0.028 0.009 0.003

Rating of Constituent Assembly 0.078 0.015 0.000

Rating of President 0.032 0.010 0.002

Rating of Prime Minister 0.043 0.012 0.000

Rating of Supreme Court 0.048 0.012 0.000

Government Support Index 0.036 0.008 0.000

Notes: The sample includes every individual in the study regardless of earthquake affectedness.
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Table A.2: Robustness for Propensity Score Matching

Propensity Score Matching

Pre-Post by Outcome Variable
Effect Size Standard Error P-Value

Respect Political Institutions 0.028 0.011 0.013

Protect Citizens’ Rights 0.026 0.011 0.023

Trust Political System 0.027 0.011 0.015

Faith in Leadership 0.022 0.011 0.037

Local Representativeness 0.009 0.012 0.426

National Representativeness 0.007 0.012 0.567

Rating of Constituent Assembly 0.107 0.017 0.000

Rating of President 0.015 0.013 0.245

Rating of Prime Minister 0.067 0.013 0.000

Rating of Supreme Court 0.066 0.013 0.000

Government Support Index 0.043 0.010 0.000

Notes: The sample is restricted to individuals in earthquake affected regions.
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Table A.3: Effect of Earthquake on Government Support: Pre-Post Design

Pre-Earthquake Post-Earthquake

Pre- and Post- Earthquake

Differences by Outcome Variable
Mean

Standard

Error
Mean

Standard

Error
Difference T-Statistic P-Value

Respect Political Institutions 0.414 0.015 0.506 0.015 0.092 4.29 0.000

Protect Citizens’ Rights 0.394 0.016 0.498 0.016 0.104 4.58 0.000

Trust Political System 0.370 0.015 0.448 0.015 0.078 3.75 0.000

Faith in Leadership 0.270 0.015 0.307 0.014 0.037 1.78 0.076

Local Representativeness 0.344 0.015 0.396 0.015 0.052 2.51 0.012

National Representativeness 0.354 0.016 0.429 0.014 0.075 3.55 0.000

Rating of Constituent Assembly 0.369 0.028 0.541 0.012 0.172 5.64 0.000

Government Support Index 0.356 0.0114 0.433 0.009 0.077 5.38 0.000
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Table A.4: Predictors of Government Support in AmericasBarometer

Respect Political Protect Citizens’ National Trust Political

Institutions Rights Pride System

Female 0.009** 0.010*** 0.005 -0.011

(0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.007)

Rural 0.022*** 0.027*** 0.034*** 0.037***

(0.004) (0.004) (0.005) (0.008)

Age 0.001*** 0.001*** 0.001*** 0.001***

(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Years Education -0.008 -0.042*** -0.045*** -0.050***

(0.010) (0.009) (0.010) (0.017)

Right Ideology 0.081*** 0.061*** 0.074*** 0.054***

(0.007) (0.006) (0.007) (0.013)

Catholic 0.025*** 0.027*** 0.030*** 0.043**

(0.006) (0.006) (0.006) (0.013)

Other Christian 0.047*** 0.025** 0.036*** 0.037**

(0.007) (0.006) (0.007) (0.014)

Income -0.018* -0.017** -0.015* -0.030

(0.009) (0.009) (0.009) (0.018)

Has Children 0.000 -0.011* 0.000 -0.001

(0.005) (0.005) (0.004) (0.009)

Constant 0.501*** 0.483*** 0.487*** 0.297**

(0.016) (0.010) (0.015) (0.023)

N 23,138 23,003 23,158 5,996

R2 0.061 0.055 0.075 0.083

Notes: Table entries are OLS coefficients with standard errors in parentheses. All analyses include country
fixed effects and use survey weights. * p < 0.10,** p < 0.05,*** p < 0.01.
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Table A.5: Effect of Earthquake on Government Support: Propensity Score Matching by Severity

Earthquake Affectedness Earthquake Damage OCHA Nepal Severity

Propensity Score Matching

on Severity by Outcome Variable

Effect

Size

Standard

Error
P-Value

Effect

Size

Standard

Error
P-Value

Effect

Size

Standard

Error
P-Value

Respect Political Institutions -0.016 0.010 0.102 -0.002 0.010 0.817 -0.007 0.012 0.561

Protect Citizens’ Rights -0.008 0.011 0.448 0.002 0.010 0.811 -0.020 0.013 0.128

Trust Political System -0.016 0.010 0.101 -0.022 0.010 0.020 -0.028 0.012 0.024

Faith in Leadership -0.015 0.010 0.144 -0.007 0.010 0.505 -0.023 0.013 0.089

Local Representativeness 0.006 0.010 0.548 0.004 0.010 0.677 0.007 0.013 0.603

National Representativeness -0.012 0.010 0.257 -0.015 0.011 0.160 0.011 0.012 0.360

Rating of Constituent Assembly 0.009 0.016 0.557 0.015 0.015 0.324 -0.024 0.020 0.234

Rating of President -0.012 0.012 0.309 -0.017 0.012 0.159 -0.040 0.015 0.008

Rating of Prime Minister 0.020 0.012 0.115 0.006 0.011 0.596 -0.044 0.016 0.008

Rating of Supreme Court 0.018 0.014 0.203 0.005 0.013 0.692 -0.006 0.017 0.724

Government Support Index -0.002 0.009 0.862 -0.007 0.008 0.404 -0.023 0.009 0.014
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B Summary Statistics

Table B.6: Summary Statistics for Dependent Variables

Variable Round N Mean Std. Dev Min Max

Respect Political Institutions

Post 2,314 0.448 0.222 0 1

Pre 1,114 0.406 0.230 0 1

Re-Survey 202 0.506 0.219 0 1

Protect Citizens’ Rights

Post 2,305 0.407 0.224 0 1

Pre 1,109 0.380 0.227 0 1

Re-Survey 201 0.498 0.232 0 1

Trust Political System

Post 2,316 0.387 0.225 0 1

Pre 1,117 0.343 0.228 0 1

Re-Survey 202 0.448 0.211 0 1

Faith in Leadership

Post 2,326 0.303 0.233 0 1

Pre 1,117 0.262 0.219 0 1

Re-Survey 202 0.307 0.201 0 .75

Local Representation

Post 2,314 0.355 0.226 0 1

Pre 1,107 0.353 0.226 0 1

Re-Survey 200 0.396 0.206 0 1

National Representation

Post 2,292 0.348 0.232 0 1

Pre 1,089 0.327 0.224 0 1

Re-Survey 200 0.429 0.198 0 1

Rating of Constituent Assembly

Post 1,104 0.459 0.231 0 1

Pre 527 0.364 0.240 0 1

Re-Survey 196 0.541 0.169 0 1

Rating of President
Post 1,082 0.589 0.182 0 1

Pre 511 0.551 0.172 0 1

Rating of Prime Minister
Post 1,093 0.576 0.182 0 1

Pre 514 0.520 0.189 0 1

Rating of Supreme Court
Post 1,090 0.621 0.192 0 1

Pre 513 0.578 0.188 0 1
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Table B.7: Summary Statistics for Independent Variables

Variable Round N Mean Std. Dev Min Max

Earthquake Affectedness Post 2336 0.494 0.500 0 1

Earthquake Damage Post 2333 0.441 0.497 0 1

OCHA Nepal Severity Post 2323 0.557 0.373 0 1.28

Female

Post 2,333 1.551 0.497 1 2

Pre 1,429 1.501 0.500 1 2

Re-Survey 229 1.541 0.499 1 2

Age

Post 2,333 28.960 13.040 13 64

Pre 1,429 28.668 13.398 13 66

Re-Survey 229 28.563 13.340 13 63

Education

Post 2,330 10.031 4.942 0 18

Pre 1,429 10.164 4.690 0 18

Re-Survey 227 9.885 5.545 1 18

Health Status

Post 2,333 3.138 0.949 1 5

Pre 1,429 3.061 0.991 1 5

Re-Survey 229 3.031 1.045 1 5

Monthly Income

Post 2,333 17,163.04 38,085.25 0 1,500,000

Pre 1,429 19,490.83 78,822.16 0 2,000,000

Re-Survey 229 13,906.18 18,994.48 0 2,000,000

Number of Children

Post 2,333 1.681 1.800 0 11

Pre 1,395 1.477 1.730 0 9

Re-Survey 229 1.725 1.856 0 8

Chhetri

Post 2,332 0.252 0.434 0 1

Pre 1,429 0.255 0.436 0 1

Re-Survey 228 0.263 0.441 0 1

Brahman

Post 2,332 0.137 0.344 0 1

Pre 1,429 0.186 0.389 0 1

Re-Survey 228 0.035 0.184 0 1

Tamang

Post 2,332 0.193 0.394 0 1

Pre 1,429 0.243 0.429 0 1

Re-Survey 228 0.342 0.475 0 1

Married

Post 2,333 0.645 0.482 0 1

Pre 1,429 0.565 0.496 0 1

Re-Survey 229 0.633 0.483 0 1

Homeowner

Post 2,333 0.961 0.193 0 1

Pre 1,429 0.943 0.231 0 1

Re-Survey 229 0.991 0.093 0 1

Hindu

Post 2,328 0.797 0.402 0 1

Pre 1,428 0.763 0.426 0 1

Re-Survey 229 0.639 0.484 0 1
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C Imai et al. (2011) Average Causal Mediation Effect

Table C.8: Pre-Post Design

Trust Political Respect Political Protect Citizens’ Political Faith in

System Institutions Rights Interest Leadership

ACME 0.032 0.025 0.038 0.010 0.033

(0.014 , 0.052) (0.011, 0.042) (0.018, 0.061) (0.001, 0.024) (0.015, 0.053)

Direct Effect 0.047 0.068 0.066 0.075 0.005

(0.008 , 0.085) (0.026, 0.109) (0.025, 0.107) (0.018, 0.131) (-0.034, 0.044)

Total Effect 0.079 0.093 0.104 0.085 0.038

(0.037 , 0.121) (0.050, 0.134) (0.058, 0.149) (0.027, 0.142) (-0.004, 0.080)

Percent Mediated 0.404 0.270 0.365 0.119 0.826
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Table C.9: Pre-Post Design

Constituent National Local Government

Assembly Representativeness Representativeness Support Index

ACME 0.001 0.031 0.023 0.031

(-0.006,0.009) (0.014, 0.051 ) (0.010, 0.039) (0.014, 0.048)

Direct Effect 0.171 0.044 0.029 0.047

(0.119 , 0.222) (0.004, 0.083) (-0.011, 0.069) (0.022, 0.072)

Total Effect 0.172 0.075 0.052 0.078

(0.119 , 0.224) (0.033, 0.118) (0.011, 0.092) (0.048, 0.107)

Percent Mediated 0.005 0.421 0.445 0.392
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Table C.10: Round 2 Survey

Trust Political Respect Political Protect Citizens’ Political Faith in Government

System Institutions Rights Interest Leadership Support Index

ACME 0.023 0.022 0.024 0.008 0.018 0.013

(0.015 , 0.033) (0.014, 0.031) (0.015, 0.034) (0.003, 0.013) (0.011, 0.026) (0.005, 0.021)

Direct Effect 0.014 0.011 -0.003 0.005 0.016 0.021

(0.000 , 0.027) (-0.003, 0.024) (-0.016, 0.009) (-0.019, 0.028) (0.001, 0.030) (0.009, 0.032)

Total Effect 0.037 0.033 0.020 0.013 0.034 0.034

(0.021 , 0.054) (0.017, 0.050) (0.004, 0.037) (-0.011, 0.037) (0.018, 0.051) (0.020, 0.049)

Percent Mediated 0.626 0.668 1.16 0.436 0.538 0.382

Table C.11: Round 2 Survey

Constituent National President Prime Minister Supreme Court Local

Assembly Representativeness Rating Rating Rating Representativeness

ACME 0.12 0.014 0.003 0.005 0.004 0.011

(0.005 , 0.019) (0.001, 0.006) (0.015, 0.034) (0.002, 0.009) (0.002, 0.008) (0.007, 0.016)

Direct Effect 0.075 0.005 0.031 0.045 0.034 -0.007

(0.051 , 0.098) (-0.011, 0.020) (0.012, 0.048) (0.026, 0.064) (0.014, 0.053) (-0.023, 0.008)

Total Effect 0.87 0.019 0.0034 0.051 0.039 0.004

(0.062 , 0.111) (0.003, 0.0361) (0.016, 0.053) (0.032, 0.070) (0.019, 0.058) (-0.012, 0.020)

Percent Mediated 0.135 0.735 0.102 0.104 0.110 0.931
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Table C.12: Attrition from Round 2 to Round 2.5

Re-surveyed Not-Resurveyed

Pre Earthquake Evaluations

by Outcome Variable
Mean

Standard

Error
Mean

Standard

Error
Difference T-Statistic P-Value

Respect Political Institutions 0.411 0.139 0.390 0.032 0.021 0.60 0.550

Protect Citizens’ Rights 0.380 0.014 0.387 0.035 -0.007 0.19 0.847

Trust Political System 0.355 0.013 0.369 0.031 -0.014 0.41 0.684

Faith in Leadership 0.247 0.013 0.310 0.036 -0.062 1.62 0.110

Local Representativeness 0.355 0.014 0.363 0.040 -0.008 0.19 0.854

National Representativeness 0.350 0.014 0.363 0.039 -0.013 0.31 0.758

Rating of Constituent Assembly 0.375 0.023 0.409 0.061 -0.034 0.52 0.611

National Pride 0.357 0.014 0.361 0.040 -0.006 0.15 0.880
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D Question Wording

Respect Political Institutions

To what extent do you respect the political institutions of Nepal?

A great deal — A lot — Somewhat — A little — Not at all

Protect Citizens’ Rights

To what extent do you think that citizens’ basic rights are well protected by the political system

of Nepal?

A great deal — A lot — Somewhat — A little — Not at all

Trust Political System

To what extent do you trust the political system of Nepal?

A great deal — A lot — Somewhat — A little — Not at all

Faith in Leadership

To what extent do you feel your leaders are doing the best job possible for Nepalis?

A great deal — A lot — Somewhat — A little — Not at all

Local Representativeness

To what extent do you feel that the decisions of those in power in local government reflect your

own priorities?

A great deal — A lot — Somewhat — A little — Not at all

National Representativeness

To what extent do you feel that the decisions of those in power in the national government reflect

your own priorities?

A great deal — A lot — Somewhat — A little — Not at all
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Rating of Constituent Assembly

Thinking of the members of the Constituent Assembly, how would you rate the job performance

of the Constituent Assembly?

Very Good — Good —Neither good nor bad (fair) — Bad — Very Bad

Political Interest

How interested are you in politics?

Extremely — Very — Somewhat — A little — Not at all

National Pride

To what extent do you feel proud of living under the political system of Nepal?

A great deal — A lot — Somewhat — A little — Not at all

Lives in Affected Area

Was your VDC directly affected by the earthquake?

Yes — No

Damage Noted by Enumerator

How much damage do you believe was done to the respondent’s home in the earthquake?

None — A small amount — A moderate amount — A substantial amount — A very heavy

amount — Complete destruction
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E Media Analysis Coding

In order to assess both the prevalence of the earthquake in the mainstream news media from

April 25th, 2015 to October 9th, 2015, and the tone used to discuss coverage of the state in that

time period, we carried out hand-coded content analysis of all articles on the front page for the

Kathmandu Post for every day from April 25th to October 9th. The Kathmandu Post is one of

the major English-language daily newspapers in Nepal. It is independent, Nepali-owned, and has

a reputation for being non-partisan. Ten percent of the front pages were recoded to ensure quality

of the content analysis.

Any article that was on the front page and was about the earthquake was counted as about the

earthquake.

Any article that was about the earthquake, and portrayed the government in an overall positive

light, was counted as earthquake government positive.

Any article that was about the earthquake, and portrayed the government in an overall neutral

lightso did not express a particular sentiment–was counted as earthquake government neutral.

Any article that was not about the earthquake, but was about the government, and portrayed

the government in an overall positive light, was counted as non-earthquake government positive.

Any article that was not about the earthquake, but was about the government, and portrayed

the government in an overall negative light, was counted as non-earthquake government negative.

Any article that was not about the earthquake, but was about the government, and portrayed

the government in an overall neutral lightso did not express a particular sentiment–was counted as

non-earthquake government neutral.
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